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Creating Mobile Apps with jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2013

	By the time you've completed the 10 projects in this book, you'll be a dab hand at using jQuery Mobile to create apps for smartphones and tablets. Turn your basic web development knowledge into pure gold.


	Overview

	
		Write less, do more: learn to apply the jQuery motto to quickly craft creative sites...
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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your full-color guide to all the things you need to know about your Android phone


	Congratulations on your new phone, and welcome to the world of Android! Whether you're an old hat looking to make sense of a new model or a newbie who's too afraid to even take it out of the box, this fun and friendly guide arms you...
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Degunking WindowsParaglyph, 2004
All Windows users know that their PCs slowly develop problems—nasty gunk build-up that plagues their PCs. Here are some of the common symptoms: your PC starts to run slower, your applications will crash without warning, you can’t easily find your files and folders, you start getting tons of spam, and you encounter a host of other...
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A Programmer's Introduction to C# 2.0, Third EditionApress, 2005
C# is one of the most exciting languages we’ve worked on and with. Most languages have strengths and weaknesses, but once in a while a new language comes along that meshes well with the hardware, software, and programming approaches of a specific time. We believe C# is such a language. Of course, language choice is often a “religious...
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Fully Grown: Why a Stagnant Economy Is a Sign of SuccessUniversity of Chicago Press, 2020

	
		Most economists would agree that a thriving economy is synonymous with GDP growth. The more we produce and consume, the higher our living standard and the more resources available to the public. This means that our current era, in which growth has slowed substantially from its postwar highs, has raised alarm bells. But should it?...
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OpenGL Game Programming w/CD (Prima Tech's Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
OpenGL® Game Programming teaches you how to use OpenGL to create dynamic 3D environments and effects for use in game development. Beginning with the histories of OpenGL and Microsoft® DirectX®, programming essentials for Microsoft Windows®, and 3D theory, you'll quickly move on to lessons on the functionality of OpenGL. Most of the...
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Second Life For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
You’ve heard all about Second Life. Maybe you’ve already jumped with both feet—and gotten stuck. Or maybe you’re a Second Life veteran who wants to build something or run a business. Fear not! Second Life For Dummies is hear to hold your hand, pat your back, and cheer you on through this new and enchanting reality....
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Hands-On Data Structures and Algorithms with Rust: Learn programming techniques to build effective, maintainable, and readable code in Rust 2018Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		Design and implement efficient programs by exploring modern Rust data structures and algorithms

	
		Key Features

		
			Use data structures such as arrays, stacks, trees, lists, and graphs with real-world examples
	
			Learn the functional and reactive implementations of traditional data...
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Ceramic, Art and CivilisationBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		In his major new history, Paul Greenhalgh tells the story of ceramics as a story of human civilisation, from the Ancient Greeks to the present day. As a core craft technology, pottery has underpinned domesticity, business, religion, recreation, architecture, and art for millennia. Indeed, the history of ceramics parallels the...
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The 12 Week Year: Get More Done in 12 Weeks than Others Do in 12 MonthsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The guide to shortening your execution cycle down from one year to twelve weeks 


	Most organizations and individuals work in the context of annual goals and plans; a twelve-month execution cycle. Instead, The 12 Week Year avoids the pitfalls and low productivity of annualized thinking. This book redefines your...
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Essential .NET, Volume I: The Common Language RuntimeAddison Wesley, 2002
 "Don taught me stuff I didn't know about my own product! And I bet he'll teach you something, too."
—From the Foreword by James Miller, Lead Program Manager, Common Language Runtime, Microsoft Corporation

Essential .NET, Volume 1, provides everything developers need to take full...
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Find Your Courage: 12 Acts for Becoming Fearless at Work and in Life (NTC Self-Help)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	"An up-front, to the point, and honest masterpiece. You can't go wrong with this one!" â€•Richard Carlson, bestselling author of Don't Sweat the Small Stuff . . .


	From popular life coach and motivational speaker Margie Warrell comes an inspiring, practical guide for finding the courage to change...
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